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There was no solution on the market that could: 
• Safely charge your laptop on the go
• Streamline charging - no all-in-one solution 
• Tell you when devices are charged or need charging
• Extend the lifespan of your battery

And we partnered with the biggest names in tech to do it:

4 years ago we set out to solve the biggest 
problems with charging personal devices

We built the solution, filed patents and brought it 
to market this year 



✓ The first charging solution that can safely charge any brand or model 
of laptop 

✓ Get notified when devices are fully charged or need charging 
✓ Double battery lifespan with Optimised Charging
✓ Get reminders to charge up as soon as you return home or to any 

location preselected by you
✓ Voice activation features with our Amazon Alexa integration
✓ Coming soon: charging predictions with calendar integration and 

machine learning

Free to download on iOS, Android, macOS, Windows, Wear 
OS, and watchOS

The ARROE Smart Charging 
System is the first app-enabled 
charging solution

The ARROE battery management 
app can be used with or without 
our hardware 



✓ Better product support and customer service with real-time 
data and remote diagnostics 

✓ Better product safety with real-time battery monitoring 
✓ Better performing products and longer lasting batteries 
✓ Reduced product redundancy with OTA firmware updates

We are revenue generating 
and growing 

$250k 
hardware sales of the ARROE 

Smart Charging System  

3,000
MAUs of the 
ARROE app

The real-time data we collect from this solution has allowed us to offer our 
customers exceptional product support and user experience (UX)



But we have identified an even greater opportunity: other brands want to 
license our software so that they too can offer an exceptional UX

SUNNYBAG have signed an LOI and have paid for 
initial development
They sell solar powered backpacks with an integrated 
battery and want to use our software to:

✓ Provide users with real-time performance data from 
their solar panel and battery

✓ Gamify the solar charging experience to encourage 
their users to use their product more

✓ Optimise the charging of their batteries so that they 
live longer and last longer 

Cost & Time Savings 

Cost

$20k upfront
$0.10/user/month

3 months+

Time

2 years$500k

SUNNYBAG will save a lot of time and money on development 
by using ARROE's ODM solution



Our technology saves users time and enables stress free product support 

User contacts 
company and 
waits for response 
so that they can 
explain the issue

After a troubleshooting 
process User is told to 
return the product so 
that the issue can be 
identified

User waits for 
a response

User is notified of  
the outcome: 
1.waits for product to  

be repaired
2. is shipped a replacement 
3.has to buy a replacement 

User notifies 
SUNNYBAG 
support via the 
ARROE app 
chat

SUNNYBAG 
support remotely 
diagnose the 
product issue 
using ARROE 
technology

User is notified of 
the outcome: 
1. is shipped a 

replacement 
2.has to buy a 

replacement 

 +

Timeline
=

Minutes

Timeline
=

Weeks

Did you know?
The average consumer 
spends 20min/week on hold 
for customer support*

*TIME “You Probably Spent 13 Hours on Hold Last Year”



Did you know?
Poor service costs US companies $1.6 trillion*
US consumers will spend 17% more for great service* 

ARROE will create a new standard for UX and product support in consumer 
electronics (CE)

Brands that use real-time data and 
remote diagnostics to provide 
exceptional UX and support

*Forbes “50 Stats That Prove The Value Of Customer Experience”

Brands that don’t 
(Potential ARROE customers)

ARROE’s software allows all brands to offer exceptional UX and product support



The market opportunity

* Grand View Research, Inc.: Customer Self-service Software Market Size Worth $32.19 Billion By 2027  
** ResearchGate: Estimated Number of Connected Devices Per Person By 2025  

Customer Self-Service 
Software*

$32 Billion 
by 2027

TAM
Customer Self-Service 

Software for IT*

$5.44 Billion 
by 2027

(17% of TAM)

SAM ARROE SOM
Customer Self-Service Software 

for ARROE

$544 Million 
by 2027

(10% of SAM)

Did you know?
The number of battery powered products people own is skyrocketing, 
from 2 products per person in 2016 to 10 products per person in 2025**



Potential SaaS Customers Some of the brands we are already 
talking to about our SaaS

These brands are all potential ARROE SaaS customers 

CE brands will be 
exhibiting at IFA in 

September 2022

1,500
CE brands will be 

exhibiting at CES in 
January 2022

2,000

Summary - we will monetise our technology by selling our SaaS to CE brands
ARROE’s software allows all brands to offer exceptional UX and product support



Our revenue forecast
2021 revenue is from hardware, 2022-2025 revenue is from SaaS



Niall McGuinness, Ph.D.
CTO/Co-Founder

Randolph Manderstam
CMO/Co-Founder

Eoin Cooney
CEO/Co-Founder

Ryan Hartley
Chief Revenue Officer

Eileen O’Kelly
Chief Communications Officer

Marco Andresen
Investment Director at ARROE
Global COO at Lenovo, former ACER, HP, IBM

We are a Loyal VC portfolio company

A committed team that delivers results

A few of our investors & advisors:



Use of Funds

Funds will be used to grow our software user base and SaaS business. We already have £825k committed to this round and offer EIS tax relief. 

We are raising £1.5m to take ARROE to the next level with investors 
who share our vision

Marketing
33%

Development
21%

Grow our Team
15%

Patents
3%

Working Capital
28%
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